Hitler Silent As Nazis Organize Jewish Boycott

Would Stop All Trade And Professional Activities

BERLIN, March 29—The Hitler government was alert today as the dominant National Socialist party went ahead organizing committees throughout the country to stop all Jewish business and professional activity by Saturday morning.

Even school attendance by Jewish children is to be revoked.

Two Berlin newspapers not dominated by the Nazi party washed the government of the possible effects. A prominent Jewish paper envisaged a revival of the middle age gieties or the lancing of the Jews in separate villages.

It was impossible to predict whether the government would intervene. Boycott already in effect in several sections of the country were being tolerated by the government.

Its immediate attention in the meanwhile was taken up by the struggle relating to its own ranks caused by the reported counter revolt movement in Brunswick involving the Freikorps (war veterans' organization. Only 130 men remained in control after the release last night of 1,200 who had been held pressure by orders in the Steel Hat headquarters.

These still in custody were described as leftist leaders. The Nazi storm troopers, who fought side by side with the Steel Hatmen to establish the Hitler regime and shared police duties with them since, had assumed the task of escorting more than 1,000 former Wehrmachtmen (Republican defense force) men to meet the Nazis.